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A dilemma of their    own design 
 



We’ve all been there … 
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This is where you 

come to explore the 

outer limits of 

American popular 

culture. 

Sure it’s fake.           

That’s what they’re 

good at.  

 

 



This is where Motordom* 

prevails.  And always has. 

 

But now they’ve got a               

little problem. 

* Auto-dependent urban form.  

More here. 



Too many pedestrians. 



Downtown 

The Strip 

McCarran Airport  

I-15 

Las Vegas for the tourist consists of three parts:                                            

The Strip, Downtown and the suburbs. 

The Strip is four-miles long. 



It has seen an almost complete 

reconstruction after the demolition of the 

classic desert resorts associated with the 

Rat Pack, Liberace, Elvis and the Mob.  

 

The Dunes, the Sands, the Stardust and 

seven other 50s- and 60s-style resorts 

were imploded …  

… to be replaced by a dozen or so massive hotels 

with three to four thousand rooms each, plus casinos 

and conference centres. 
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.What was once this: 

Is now this: 



 

 
 

 

The Las Vegas 

Strip is 

designed to be 

cruised by car, 

preferably a 

stretch limo. 

 

The traffic has 

to be kept 

moving 24/7: 

handling up to 

65,000 trips a 

day. 

 

They’ve 

widened the 

Strip up to ten 

lanes, removed  

curbside 

parking, 

prevented 

crosswalks at 

major 

intersections, 

constructed 

overhead 

walkways for 

pedestrians, 

and prohibited 

taxis from 

stopping when 

hailed.  

 

Motordom Triumphant. 



The volume of 

pedestrians on Las 

Vegas Boulevard feels 

like it has reached Times 

Square levels. 

 

Because of the crowds 

generated by the huge 

hotel/casino complexes, the 

Strip has also become                          

a boardwalk -  

resulting in the surprising 

behaviour of North Americans 

preferring to walk. 

 

But now the older sidewalks 

are too narrow to 

accommodate the crowds. 

When Times Square reached over 

350,000 pedestrians a day, 

squeezed into 11 percent the 

space, they did something about it,  

as explained in Price Tags 107. 

http://pricetags.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/price-tags-107.pdf
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But the Strip’s blocks are, at a half mile, ten times the length of 

those in Times Square.  

 

And on the Strip, there is continual conflict with vehicles trying to 

cross the sidewalks to get to the parking lots behind or below.   

 

As a consequence of the sheer number of curb cuts, pedestrians 

and cars play a continual game of chicken. 

 

On one side of the 

Strip: a block with a 

dozen curb cuts. 

 



The flow of people on feet is 

so relentless, there’s seldom 

a break for the vehicles - 

which then start to back up 

and obstruct the traffic flow 

behind them. 

Private security tries to function like traffic cops, with mixed results. 



 

So now there are only four east-west 

arterial roads, about a half mile 

apart, that connect a huge chunk of 

east Las Vegas with I-15, the north-

south freeway – and they have to 

cross Las Vegas Boulevard to get 

there.  Which means a whole lot of 

through traffic is intersecting with a 

hundred thousand or so tourists - a 

lot of whom have their own wheels, 

rented or otherwise. 

Las Vegas 

Boulevard 

 

: 

 

The problem for Las 

Vegas is embedded in 

the original land survey. 

 

Nevada was laid out 

like the rest of the West 

in one-mile squares, 

resulting in huge blocks. 



These conflicts might be alleviated if there were rear lanes from which the 

parking could be accessed. But even in new developments, especially 

those that demand huge floorplates for casinos, the hotel entrances and 

underground parking are still entered from the boulevard: 

Those driveways often require left-hand turns across three or four 

lanes of oncoming traffic, without signals: 

It’s not just in the casinos where Las Vegas visitors are making big bets. 



For most visitors, renting a car is 

practically compulsory, though the region 

is not without transit. The Regional 

Transportation Commission of Southern 

Nevada has tried to provide a targeted 

transit service to appeal to visitors 

navigating the Strip – the cleverly named 

double-decker Deuce (right) and the 

express SDX (below) – with sparkling 

buses and affordable extended fares. 

 



 

But the design of the regular-service bus stops reveals how transit is 

generally viewed: a service for the service workers, or for the poor, the 

disabled, the young and the old unable to drive.  

At least in Downtown Las 

Vegas there is a separated bus 

lane – but, so far, serving 

almost no transit-oriented 

development. 



Transit receives no special treatment on the Strip.  It’s just part of the traffic. 



There is a privately-funded monorail on the 

east side (right), typically a quarter-mile or 

more from the boulevard, at the back of the 

casinos, if you can find directions.  

 

The monorail has had an unhappy operating 

experience, and, at one point in its 

bankruptcy, did more to discredit this kind of 

transit than encourage more of it. 

 

There are also three disconnected monorails  

on the west side (above) joining casinos 

owned by the same company. No longer than 

a kilometre, they are at least integrated into 

the complexes and free to use. 
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The newest casino-resorts 

– the Bellagio, Venetian 

and Paris – have been 

able to do something 

better: wider sidewalks, no 

curb cuts, treescapes for 

shade, and something to 

gape at.  

 

Las Vegas has bet 

that it can 

accommodate ever 

more vehicles and 

people - but this 

gambling town may 

be reaching its limit: 

they’ve maxed out 

on traffic lanes for 

vehicles; now 

they’re trying to 

squeeze space on 

the sidewalks for 

pedestrians. 

 



The fantasy has been taken 

outdoors. 



 

In November 2012, Clark County, the jurisdiction responsible for 

the Strip, received a study that measured what was happening on 

its sidewalks: 

The study is rooted in research from the 1970s and 80s – and it 

shows. Pedestrians are seen as another form of vehicle, and the 

analysis assumes the primary purpose of walking is speed. 

 

So they used a Motordom 

measurement – Level of 

Service (LOS) – and gave 

grades to pedestrian flow:     

A to F … green to red … 

free-flowing to collision. 

 

And sure enough, the 

problem was determined to 

be the same ailment that 

afflicts traffic: unsatisfactory 

Levels of Service. 

 

 
Red is bad. 

http://www.clarkcountynv.gov/blob/public_communications/pedestrianstudykha2012.pdf
http://www.clarkcountynv.gov/blob/public_communications/pedestrianstudykha2012.pdf


Most of the recommendations dealt with extending and enforcing no-

obstruction” zones – with the need to ”contain the pedestrians,” as 

they have in places up and down the Strip, using devices from 

Jersey barriers to artful fencing. 

One gets the sense that 

pedestrians are seen as a 

kind of pest, needing to be 

contained - especially when 

there’s a danger that a few 

might break free and              

make a run for it: 



But the Clark County analysis never considered the obvious: widen the 

sidewalks.  

 

Taking space from the car (as New York did in Times Square) was not 

on the table. The study, instead, took the same attitude to the sidewalk 

as transportation engineers have taken to the road: Get rid of 

obstructions that might slow things down. 

 

And of course, build more and wider pedestrian overpasses.  Or what, 

more elegantly, are called passerelles. 

 

 

 



Las Vegas is the American capital of passerelles ... 

 



… but not 

necessarily 

working ones. 



So far, not so good: wide roads, 

narrow sidewalks. While the Strip is 

designed to enhance the cruising 

experience by car, it drags on foot.  

 

But the customers Las Vegas wants 

are coming in the door with their feet, 

by an order of two to one – and the 

Strip will need to find more room for 

them, while offering what they come to                 

Las Vegas for.  

 

To do that, it needs to celebrate and 

enhance the pedestrian experience. 

On most of the overhead pedestrian 

bridges, there’s no playfulness or 

extravagance. Some even have metal 

fencing that makes them feel like 

cattle chutes. 

 

Revealingly, in a city that loves 

extravagant lighting, there are no 

lighting displays on the passerelles – 

not even, in some cases, any 

pedestrian-scaled lighting at all. 

 

How can a place with so much money 

do such a lousy job of the                        

public realm? 

 

The Las Vegas Strip, now rivalling Disneyland and Times Square as one 

of the most intensely used entertainment zones on earth, has some 

choices to make. 

 



 

 

The Las Vegas approach to transportation management isn’t improving either 

the visitor experience or the traffic flow. So what should they do? 

 

Las Vegas can learn from New York – and not just how to serve those on foot 

but even those on bike. Yes, Las Vegas might consider a separated bike lane 

now that the kind of visitors Las Vegas wants are cosmopolitan, and will have 

increasingly tried out cycling and bike-sharing systems in other places and will 

want it as option for their vacation experience. On a four-mile Strip, the 

distance is ideal for bike-share. 

 

Can you imagine the politics of that? 

One of only two cyclists spotted in three days. 

Here’s the second. 



One way or another, more sidewalk space must be found … which means 

taking space from the road … which means that there has to be an 

alternative for drivers … which means some frequent and practical transit 

… which means taking more lane space. 

 

It can be done. 

 

 Back in 2002, a graduate student at 

UCal Berkeley, Darrin Nordahl 

submitted a thesis for his Masters of 

Urban Design, later published as The 

Architecture of Mobility: Enhancing the 

Urban Experience Along the Las Strip.   

 

Darrin has gone on to other good 

things (Making Transit Fun, Public 

Produce here), and fortunately, Google 

has made his thesis available online.  

 

 

Very briefly, here's his idea: 

 

• Narrow the travel lanes. At the moment, they're 12 feet 

wide. Reduce them to 11’. (They could even get away 

with 9’.) 

 

• Planted medians range from 8 to 65 feet wide. Lots of 

room there for redesign. 

 

• Left-hand turning lanes can be as long as 400 feet, 

suitable for up to 60 cars. Most often they only need room 

for about a dozen. 

 

So even without reducing road capacity, there's room to 

accommodate more space for pedestrians 

 

 

http://www.darrinnordahl.com/
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But where? 

 

As Nordahl notes, the Strip is as long as San Francisco's Market 

Street, as wide as the Champs-Elysees, with as much median 

space as Las Ramblas in Barcelona.  

 

And the latter provided inspiration: Create a wide and 

uninterrupted pedestrian realm down the centre of the Strip. 

 

Las Ramblas, Barcelona 



Before 

After 



There are advantages: 

 

• No need to remove the 

curb cuts on the existing 

sidewalks.  

 

• Pedestrians get better 

views of casinos on both 

sides of the Strip.  

 

• There's the opportunity 

to provide distinctive 

paving and lighting. 

 

• More appropriate shade 

trees and awnings.  

 

• And transit easily 

accessed from both 

sides of the median. 



Likewise he proposes over-the-top structures 

at the intersections to either allow scramble 

crossings at grade or separation of the peds 

and cars: A Rialto Bridge near the Venetian 

or a Brooklyn Bridge at the New, New York 

intersection, an Arc de Triomphe on a traffic 

circle near the Paris, and "the once proud 

pink champagne-bubble sign" with a tip to 

Bugsy Siegel’s Flamingo. 

He even comes up 

with a rather 

outlandish (hence 

appropropiate) 

idea for a tourist 

conveyor: the San 

Francisco cablecar 

bred with the 

desert tortoise: 

http://pricetags.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/separation.jpg


But is the Strip ready                  

for change? 

 

Las Vegas is certainly 

ready to enter a new era. 

 

It was Ground Zero for 

the Great Recession and, 

like every moment at the 

end of one economic era, 

the failures still mark the 

excesses of that time. 

 

Las Vegas is littered with the spectacular detritus. 

http://vegasseven.com/feature/2012/08/16/when-earth-was-scorched


The symbol of the last boom has to be, as it usually is, 

the tallest building: the $2.9-billion Fontainebleau, (also 

on the cover) on which construction stopped in 2009 at 

70 percent completion, prior to bankruptcy.   

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fontainebleau_Resort_Las_Vegas


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Shops_a

t_Summerlin_Centre 
Across the Boulevard from the Fontainebleau is Echelon Place - 

an unfinished hotel, casino, shopping and convention complex on 

which construction was suspended on August 1, 2008. 

 

 

These projects are being said to restart construction in 2014. 

 

We’ll see. 

 

The Shops at 

Summerlin Centre 

began construction in 

April 2008 and was 

halted in October of 

that year.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Shops_at_Summerlin_Centre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Echelon_Place


For the rest of the decade, the Las Vegas Strip probably won’t look 

much different than it does now. This is a time of retrenchment, 

consolidation and recharging.  As the unfinished resorts resume 

construction, and thousands more rooms come on to the market, 

neither the industry nor Clark County are likely to want to rebuild the 

Strip for some future unknown. 

 

“Walking, seriously? Cycling – c’mon!” 

 

Transformative energy, if it will be anywhere, will be Downtown - 

already in the midst of cultural change. The Smith Center and Arts 

District, the World Market Center and malls, the Mob Museum, and 

whatever Tony Hsieh at Zappos has in mind have already given 

Downtown a new legitimacy and an edge.   

 

So taking more time to decide on its next big commitment is not a 

bad thing for the Strip.  It has already shown it can, with the right 

leadership and outrageous amounts of money, tear down, rebuild 

and transform in a couple of decades.  It can do it again. 

 

But what are the current trends and challenges it will have to 

accommodate? 

 

“Climate change, seriously?  Sustainably, c’mon!” 

 

What the Strip’s leaders and shapers must avoid is a commitment to 

the current transportation arrangements, or the belief that Motordom 

should prevail.  Already road traffic is dropping, from 72,000 a day 

to about 65,000 now – and may drop further.  Other cities, showing 

the way, may allow Vegas to learn from others, while figuring out 

what works for its particular circumstances. 

 

Darrin Nordahl’s thesis may have been premature, but time and 

circumstance have caught up. If it continues to grow as the City of 

Entertainment and a major conference centre on the planet, it may not 

have much choice. The status quo won't stay static. And why not serve 

the public where the public increasingly is: on foot, coming through the 

front door. 

 

Now it’s time to plan - and to make and take another bet. 

 



You will know the Strip has changed, and 

that Motordom has met another symbolic 

end, when one day, in the glorious spirit 

of Las Vegas, they implode one of the 

unneeded overhead walkways. 
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Price Tags 

This issue based on a series on the 

Price Tags blog, beginning here. 

All photos by Gordon Price, except on 

pp. 2, 8, 28-32, 35, 37.  

http://www.pricetags.ca/
http://pricetags.wordpress.com/
http://pricetags.wordpress.com/2013/03/17/las-vegas-1-a-dilemma-of-its-own-design/


Nordahl's scheme may not address all 

the transport problems facing Las Vegas, 

but it's exciting and very much in the 

spirit of the place - if the place has the 

spirit and the courage to rethink its public 

realm from top to bottom, from one side 

to the other. 

 

Is Las Vegas ready?   

 


